### Full Member Benefits
- Recognition among your peers.
- SOT Publications including Annual Meeting information and publications, and the SOT Newsletter, *Communiqué*.
- Electronic access to the SOT official journal *Toxicological Sciences* and discounted subscription to the print version.
- Right to sponsor non-member colleague abstracts at the Annual Meeting.
- Voting privileges.
- Officer eligibility.
- Elected Committee eligibility.
- Unrestricted eligibility to participate on SOT’s appointed committees.
- Right to Chair Sessions at the Annual Meeting
- Regional Chapter Officer eligibility.
- Eligibility for many of SOT’s distinguished awards.
- Reduced registration fees for the Annual Meeting and Career Resource and Development Services.
- Access to member-restricted information on SOT’s Web site.

### Associate Member Benefits
- Recognition among your peers.
- SOT Publications including Annual Meeting information and publications, and the SOT Newsletter, *Communiqué*.
- Electronic access to the SOT official journal *Toxicological Sciences* and discounted subscription to the print version.
- Right to sponsor non-member colleague abstracts at the Annual Meeting.
- Eligibility for participation on many of SOT’s appointed committees.
- Eligibility for many of SOT’s distinguished awards.
- Regional Chapter Officer eligibility.
- Reduced registration fees for the Annual Meeting and Career Resource and Development Services.
- Access to member-restricted information on SOT’s Web site.

### Retired Member Benefits
- May be Full or Associate Members.
- Retain all membership rights for that category, except for electronic *Toxicological Sciences* subscription.
- May receive electronic or electronic and print *Toxicological Sciences* at discounted rate.
- Register for Annual Meeting at special rate.

### Affiliate Benefits (Corporate)
- Recognition for supporting the premier toxicology society.
- Contribution to the success of the largest scientific meeting in toxicology.
- Benefit from encouraging the best toxicological research globally.
- Partnership with SOT in its efforts to increase the use of sound science in risk assessment.
- Promotion of education in toxicology.
- One complimentary Annual Meeting registration.
- One complimentary Career Resource and Development Service listing.
- Receipt of official SOT publications.
- Access to member-restricted information on SOT Web site.

### Honorary Member Benefits
- Recognition by the world’s premier toxicology society.
- Privileges of SOT membership, except for voting rights.
- No dues are assessed.
Graduate Student/Post-Doctoral Fellow Benefits

- Distinction among your peers.
- SOT Publications including Annual Meeting information and publications, and the SOT Newsletter, *Communiqué*.
- Right to submit an unsponsored abstract for the Annual Meeting.
- Eligibility for travel awards and fellowships.
- Student Advisory Committee eligibility.
- Discounted subscription to the print version and electronic version of the SOT official journal *Toxicological Sciences*.
- Complimentary membership in one Specialty Section.
- Reduced registration fees for the Annual Meeting and Career Resource and Development Services.
- Access to member-restricted information on SOT’s Web site.

Undergraduate Student Affiliate Benefits

- Connection to the community of toxicologists.
- SOT Publications including Annual Meeting information and publications, and the SOT Newsletter, *Communiqué*.
- Early notification about SOT activities, student and awards programs, and summer research programs.
- Distinction among your peers.

How to Become a Member of the Society of Toxicology

Try the On-Line Membership Application process. A full description of the process and requirements for membership can be found on the Society Web site under the Membership Information section.

On-line process takes applicant about 15 minutes to complete.

www.toxicology.org

**Deadlines:** January 1 • May 1 • September 1